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Nasdaq’s Quandl Institutional Data Platform adds Fundamental Crypto Rating and Price 
Forecasting Data 
 
Blockchain Investments & Co. , a globally active thesis-driven crypto investment management 
fund and data provider, works with Nasdaq, adding descriptive, rating, correlation, forecasting 
and sentiment crypto asset data to Nasdaq’s Quandl, the leading data platform. 
 
The new data products will enable (institutional) investors greater insights, to make better and 
more informed decisions and boost their confidence in understanding and investing in this 
upcoming asset class. Nasdaq’s Quandl platform will source the qualitative and quantitative 
data from Blockchain Investments & Co. , enabling a wide variety of in-depth crypto asset data 
to support purposes such as research, investment and regulatory, amongst others.  

Blockchain Investments & Co. is founded by a former employee of the European Central Bank 
(ECB) and is a member of INATBA, the International Association for Trusted Blockchain 
Applications, launched by the European Commission in April, 2019. The company distinguishes 
itself by taking an in-depth, high-quality, knowledge based approach on the financial aspects & 
technological fundamentals of crypto and digital assets. 

Quandl, owned by Nasdaq, Inc., delivers financial, economic and alternative datasets 
to over 400,000 users, which include analysts, traders and portfolio managers worldwide. 
Subscribers will be able to access Blockchain Investments & Co. data in various ways, including 
via the Quandl API and through tools for Excel, R and Python. This access allows Quandl users 
deeper insight into the crypto asset landscape. 
 
“We are honoured and delighted to collaborate with Nasdaq on both qualitative and quantitative 
granular information regarding crypto and digital assets. Bringing knowledge and understanding 
to this sector is vital for further improving and building the digital economy and will remain 
relevant for years to come,” said Alfred Prevoo, founder and CEO of Blockchain Investments & 
Co.  
 
Nasdaq’s Quandl provides institutional investors such as hedge funds, asset managers and 
investment banks with financial, economic and other datasets. “Quandl’s global large client 
base, including investment banks, asset managers and hedge funds, and highly flexible platform 
make them a great institution for us to collaborate with. We are proud to play a contributing role 
in providing market solutions to our industry, and that includes giving people the information 
they need to research and invest in crypto and digital assets”. 



 

About Nasdaq 
 
Source: Nasdaq website, 09/05/2019 (https://www.nasdaq.com/about/about.pdf) 
 
Today, NASDAQ‚ (OTCBB: NDAQ) is the world’s largest electronic stock market, listing 
approximately 3,600 of the world’s most innovative companies. It is home to category-defining 
companies that are leaders across all areas of business including technology, retail, 
communications, financial services, media and biotechnology industries. NASDAQ’s competitive 
market structure, combined with an extensive portfolio of products and services, attracts today’s 
largest and fastest growing companies. In fact, more companies now list on NASDAQ than 
all other major U.S. stock markets. NASDAQ is the fastest growing major stock 
market in the U.S.— and home to over half of the companies traded on the primary U.S. 
markets. 
 
NASDAQ trades more shares per day than any other U.S. equities market. On NASDAQ, trades 
are executed through a sophisticated computer and telecommunications network – a system 
which transmits timely, critical investment information to more than 1.3 million users in 83 
countries. NASDAQ is also among the world’s best-regulated stock markets, employing 
sophisticated surveillance systems and regulatory specialists to protect investors and provide a 
fair and competitive trading environment. 
 
 
Relevant Links 
 
Publisher Page: 
https://www.quandl.com/publishers/bic 
 
Cryptocurrency Bundle: 
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICB/data 
 
Cryptocurrency Ratings: 
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICR/data 
 
Cryptocurrency Price Forecasts and Price Driver Analysis: 
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICP/data 
 
Cryptocurrency Ratios and Sentiment: 
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICRS/data 
 
Cryptocurrency Correlations: 
https://www.quandl.com/databases/BICC/data 
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